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Optimal cooperative motion planning for vehicles at intersections
Jean Grégoire? Silvère Bonnabel? Arnaud de La Fortelle?†
Abstract— We consider the problem of cooperative intersec-
tion management. It arises in automated transportation systems
for people or goods but also in multi-robots environment. There-
fore many solutions have been proposed to avoid collisions. The
main problem is to determine collision-free but also deadlock-
free and optimal algorithms. Even with a simple definition
of optimality, finding a global optimum is a problem of high
complexity, especially for open systems involving a large and
varying number of vehicles. This paper advocates the use of
a mathematical framework based on a decomposition of the
problem into a continuous optimization part and a scheduling
problem. The paper emphasizes connections between the usual
notion of vehicle priority and an abstract formulation of the
scheduling problem in the coordination space. A constructive
locally optimal algorithm is proposed. More generally, this work
opens up for new computationally efficient cooperative motion
planning algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the problem of designing an
intelligent transportation system meant to improve the safety
at intersections, and to decrease the average time spent by
vehicles going through the intersection. Due to the achieve-
ments and promises in autonomous cars design, this subject
has attracted much interest, and a variety of systems have
been proposed to address this issue [4], [8], [16], [6], [3].
The clear improvements in the intersection flow compared to
the use of traffic lights [4], [11], and in terms of safety [5],
have become strong drivers for research. Moreover, conflict
resolution is also an intensive field of research in railway
and air transportation systems for instance [9], [18].
As the task has a potentially very high complexity (es-
sentially one tries to compactify the vehicles trajectories
in space-time), the problem is often decomposed into two
parts. The first part consists of determining fixed paths
along which vehicles cross the intersection. The second
part consists of adapting the velocity of each vehicle along
the path in order to avoid collisions — generally resulting
from human mistakes — and to optimize as well traffic by
increasing flows, i.e. by decreasing the average time spent
in the intersection. This approach was initiated in [10] for
multi-robot applications, and has become standard for vehicle
management at intersections, e.g., [6], [8], [14], [1].
The problem of planning velocities of robots along fixed
paths has attracted much attention over the past decades,
and was essentially motivated by applications for robot
manipulators and automated guided vehicles in factories. A
usual approach in motion planning consists of transferring a
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planning problem in the physical space to a planning problem
in an abstract space: the configuration space. For the problem
of planning velocities along fixed paths, the configuration
space is called coordination space, first introduced in [17]
for robot manipulators, and possesses a specific cylindrical
structure, as first noticed by [13]. In this paper, we propose
to use the coordination space approach as a rigorous math-
ematical framework particularly well-suited to the problem
of motion planning at intersections. We suppose the paths of
the intersection fixed and we only focus on the coordination
problem.
The process is then inherently cooperative: some vehicles
need to brake to let some others go ahead until the conflict
configuration is exited. The purpose of the present paper is
to cast the problem in a well-defined mathematical frame-
work, and to provide a provably collision-free solution that
minimizes the average exit time over the vehicles. To do
so we revisit the notion of priority introduced in [2] and
[6]. It appears to be especially meaningful for the problem
considered as we recover the usual and intuitive notion of
vehicle priority at intersections. We show it is a powerful
tool to classify the locally optimal trajectories that have been
studied as special representatives of homotopy classes in [7].
We introduce a priority graph and prove several properties of
this graph with respect to our problem. We use it to build an
algorithm for the design of collision-free and deadlock-free
optimal trajectories.
The paper has two main contributions. From an applicative
viewpoint, it shows the coordination space is a powerful
mathematical tool that is especially suited to the problem of
coordinating vehicles at intersections. In particular, it opens
a new research avenue for the design of efficient algorithms.
From a theoretical viewpoint, our contribution consists of
drawing links between a discrete scheduling problem (pri-
ority graph) and a continuous problem formulated in the
abstract coordination space. It illustrates those links in an
intuitive way and relates those notions to the existence of
collisions or deadlocks and to the optimality problem. New
results are derived (see in particular Propositions 7 and 9) and
a constructive optimal algorithm is built upon the proposed
methodology.
Section II formulates the problem and introduces the fixed-
path approach. Section III defines a priority relation between
vehicles underlying the scheduling problem and presents
some new results. In section IV we present algorithms for
building an optimal motion planning based on schedule
decoupling.
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Modeling assumptions
The main assumption we make is to constrain the vehicles
to follow predefined paths to go through the intersection. This
assumption fits well intersections in a road network which
are a highly constrained environment. Thus, every vehicle
i follows a particular path γi and we denote si ∈ R its
curvilinear coordinate on the path. The configuration of the
system of vehicles is s = (si)i∈{1...n} and we denote φ(t)
the evolution of s through time. The curvilinear coordinates
are normalized and we let χ = [0, 1]n be the coordination
space, where n is the number of vehicles going through the
intersection (possibly changing through time) and {ei}1≤i≤n
the canonical basis of χ. The boundedness condition on χ is
rather technical but ensures the whole intersection lies in a
bounded region of Rn (somehow interactions are limited to
a bounded area).
To perform motion planning optimization, we need to
make hypothesis on the technical constraints of the vehicles.
These include kinematic constraints (maximum velocity,
maximum curve radius, etc.) and dynamic constraints (lim-
ited acceleration, adherence, jerk, etc.). In this paper, as a
first step, we assume that the velocity of every vehicle on its
path is limited to vmax = 1 without accounting for dynamic
constraints. Moreover we assume the velocities are always
positive (the cars do not go in reverse in the intersection).
These assumptions are standard [6].
As every vehicle occupies a non-empty geometric region,
some states must be excluded to avoid collisions between
vehicles. We define the obstacle region χobs as the open set
of all collision states. A collision occurs when two vehicles
occupy a same region of space, so that the obstacle region can
be described as the union of n(n−1)/2 open cylinders χijobs
corresponding to as many collision pairs: χobs = ∪i>jχijobs
[12]. Indeed obviously χijobs = χ
ji
obs and χ
ii
obs = ∅. Figure 2
displays the obstacle region and a collision-free path for a
two-path intersection.
Moreover, we assume that each cylinder χijobs has an open
bounded convex cross-section (in the plane generated by ei
and ej). This assumption implies cross-sections are simply
connected and excludes some cases of real intersections such
as a pair of opposite turn-left, but the results we present
in this paper could be easily extended with a more relaxed
assumption. Cross-sections are open so that the comple-
mentary set is closed and hence complete. It also ensures
all cross-sections are included in the interior of [0, 1]2: no
collision can occur for a vehicle at coordinates 0 or 1. Such
assumptions are very realistic, except for the case of vehicles
following each other on a same path, but our framework can
be extended to this case, as we plan to prove in future work.
B. Formulation in the coordination space
Let χfree = χ\χobs denote the obstacle-free space and
1 = (1 · · · 1). The initial condition xinit belongs to χfree,
and the goal region is χgoal = {1} ⊂ χfree. In this paper
we will consider continuous paths φ : [0, T ]→ χ which are
piecewise right differentiable. A collision-free path will be
such that φ(t) ∈ χfree for all t.
Definition 1 (Feasible paths). A feasible path for the con-
sidered problem is a right-differentiable collision-free path
such that
• φ(0) = xinit and φ(T ) ∈ χgoal
• φ′(t) ≥ 0 and ‖φ′(t)‖∞ ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
In order to define an optimality criterion for the motion
planning problem, we need to define a cost function c(φ)
enabling to compare feasible paths. As explained in the
introduction, the purpose is to minimize the average exit
time over the vehicles. As a consequence, we define the cost
function c as:
c(φ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Ti =
1
n
n∑
i=1
φ−1i (1)
with φ−1i (si) denoting the first date at which φi reaches si
and Ti = φ−1i (1) being the exit time for the vehicle i.
The optimality problem consists of finding a feasible path
φ∗ that minimizes the cost, i.e. for any feasible path φ, we
have c(φ∗) ≤ c(φ). Figure 1 depicts three feasible trajecto-
ries with different costs in a two-dimensional coordination
space for a given initial condition.
s1
s2
χobs
φ(t)
φ(t)
s1
s2
χobs
φ*(t)^
sinit sinit
Fig. 1. The left drawing depicts two feasible trajectories in a two-
dimensional coordination space. With the trajectory φˆ, the vehicle 2 leaves
the intersection earlier than with φ, while exit time is not changed for the
vehicle 1. Hence, c(φˆ) < c(φ). φ∗ is an optimal trajectory since every
vehicle is always at maximum speed: φ∗ = argmin c(φ).
Note that the cost can be easily bounded from above and
from below. Suppose for simplicity’s sake that xinit = 0
and χgoal = {1}. If χobs = ∅ the optimal path is given by
φ′ ≡ 1. The corresponding cost c(φ) = 1n
∑n
i=1 1 = 1 is
thus a lower bound on the optimal time in the general case.
On the other hand, a suboptimal trajectory is easily found
moving the vehicles one after the other, i.e. moving along
the edges of the hypercube. This trajectory is collision-free,
because by assumption a vehicle cannot collide another one
if its coordinate is 0 or 1. It yields c¯(φ) = 1n
∑n
i=1 i =
n+1
2 .
Note that vehicle i is free after Ti when its coordinate
is 1: there is no further interaction with any other vehicle.
We hereafter take φi(t) = 1 for t ≥ Ti in order to stay in
χ = [0, 1]n but any further trajectory φi(t) ≥ 1 would be
suitable had we taken χ = Rn.
C. Geometry of the coordination space
In this section, we propose several geometric concepts in
the coordination diagram.
1) Completing the obstacle region: For each collision pair
(i, j) we define the south of χobs along the plane ei×ej as:
Sij(χobs) = χ
ij
obs − R+ej (1)
=
{
s− λej : ∀s ∈ χijobs, ∀λ ∈ R+
}
We say the south of χijobs along the plane ei×ej is the west
of χijobs along the plane ej × ei and denote Wij(χobs) =
Sji(χobs). These sets are clearly open. They play the role of
gates: a feasible trajectory must go through one or the other
and they are exclusive. As a result, the intersection of the
south and the west is forbidden for feasible trajectories, even
if there is no collision. As the velocities must be positive,
being in the intersection at some time would necessarily lead
to a future collision unless the cars stop moving (see Figure
3). This situation is referred to as a deadlock. To avoid such
situations, an extended obstacle region is defined, so that no
basic one-to-one dead-lock situation can occur [17].
Definition 2 (SW–Completion). The South-West completion
of χobs along the plane ei × ej is given by
SWij(χobs) = Sij(χobs) ∩Wij(χobs)
where Sij(χobs) is defined in (1). The completed obstacle
region χobs is defined by
χobs =
⋃
i 6=j
SWij(χobs)
We call χfree = χ\χobs the obstacle-free completed region.
The South-West closure is applied on each cylinder χijobs
as depicted on Figure 3. An important fact — not explicitly
mentioned in the literature yet — is that this method cannot
be readily extended to avoid dead-locks in multi-dimensional
planning problems while ensuring optimality. For this rea-
son, the next sections rather present tools based on gates’
positions to avoid dead-locks caused by multiple vehicles’
interaction.
2) Gates in the coordination space: Let define the region
Hij as follows:
Hij = Sij(χobs) \ SWij(χobs)
The top drawings of Figure 2 display Hij and Hji.
Over the convexity hypothesis of the cylinders of χobs, we
can assert that any feasible trajectory will necessarily cross
Hij or Hji exclusively. This is why these two boxes can
be viewed as gates in the coordination space. In Figure 2, the
path φij intersects the gate Hij : the vehicle j slows down
to let the vehicle i go ahead. Each gate favours a vehicle
over another i.e. a priority is assigned, and passing through
a gate possibly prevents from passing through many other
gates because of the positive speed assumption.
si
sj
χobsHj>i
si
sj
χobs
φ(t)
φj>i(t) 
φi>j(t) 
si
sj
χobsj>i
φj>i(t) 
si
sj
χobsi>j
φi>j(t) 
Hi>j
SWij(χobs)
Fig. 2. The top-left drawing represents in the plane (si, sj) the obstacle
region χobs and a feasible trajectory φ. The top-right drawing visualizes
the two gates Hij and Hji. For each gate, a feasible trajectory passing
through the gate is given. The bottom drawings depict χijobs and χ
ji
obs .
We propose to define the obstacle region χijobs as a set that
is incompatible with the crossing of gate Hij , as illustrated
on Figure 2:
χijobs = χ
ij
obs − R+ei + R+ej
s1
s2
χobs
Path 1
Path 2
2
1
s^1
s^2
Fig. 3. Two representations of a dead-lock situation involving two circle-
shaped vehicles. The left drawing depicts the real intersection with its two
orthogonal paths and the two circle-shaped vehicles. Both of them have
moved forward too much, so that now they cannot exit the intersection
without turning around. The right drawing represents what happens in the
two-dimensional coordination space and highlights the South-West region
that must be added to χobs to avoid the one-to-one dead-lock.
III. PRIORITY RELATIONS AND ORDERING
The geometry of the coordination space leads us to define
a natural binary relation corresponding to priority relations
between vehicles: a very familiar and intuitive notion in real
life. Indeed, we say the vehicle i has priority over the vehicle
j in the intersection if the associated path goes through the
gate Hij in the coordination space.
Definition 3 (Priority relation). A feasible path φ induces a
binary relation  on the set {1...n} as follows. For i 6= j,
i  j if φ intersects Hij .
The following proposition proves a result that is not totally
obvious from an intuitive viewpoint.
Proposition 4. The binary relation  induced by a feasible
trajectory φ does not necessarily defines an order.
Figure 4 depicts a 3-paths intersection with 3 intersection
points and as many vehicles going through the intersection.
In the right drawing, the red vehicle goes ahead the blue
vehicle and the green vehicle goes ahead the red vehicle,
while the blue vehicle goes ahead the green vehicle. It yields
in a non transitive binary relation: the set {1...n} is not
partially ordered.
A. Priority graph
In this subsection, we propose to define the priority
relations in terms of a graph. As for any collision pair i, j
we have either i  j or j  i, the priority relation can be
defined by an oriented graph G whose vertices are {1...n}.
Definition 5. Given a feasible trajectory φ, we call the
priority graph the oriented graph G whose vertices are
{1...n} and such that i G−→ j if and only if i  j.
Note the graph is complete in the sense that for all i 6= j
there is one, and only one, arc linking i and j. There is no arc
linking i to itself. Generally speaking, there are potentially
2
n(n−1)
2 possible priority graphs. Actually, one can easily
understand that some priorities are not acceptable. The next
section deals with this issue and characterizes what we call
feasible priorities.
3
1
2
3 1
2
3
1
2
3 1
2
Fig. 4. Two representations of priority relations. In each drawing relation
is represented in two ways: as a complete oriented graph, where orientation
yields the priority; and as trajectories over time, foreground being first,
background later. The left drawing represents a relation that is an order
(even a total order). The right drawing shows a relation that is not an order.
B. Feasible priorities
Definition 6 (Feasible Priority). A priority graph G is
feasible if there exists a feasible trajectory φ whose priority
graph is G.
In the intersection depicted on the left drawing of Figure
5, we can assert that some priorities are not feasible. Indeed,
if the the vehicle 2 goes ahead the vehicle 1 and the vehicle
2 goes ahead the vehicle 3, the vehicle 1 must go ahead
the vehicle 3, because the three paths have a common
intersection point. Hence, for this particular situation, the
priority graph cannot be cyclic and the priority relation is an
order relation.
Path 1
Path 2
2
1
3
Path 3
s1
s2
s3
Xgoal
Fig. 5. The left drawing represents a 3-path intersection with a common
intersection point and 3 vehicles going through the intersection. The right
drawing depicts what happens in the coordination space when cyclic
priorities are set. Any feasible trajectory respecting cyclic priorities should
stay in the red box [0, 1
2
]3, but reaching the goal requires to cross this box.
The proposition below provides a necessary condition for
priorities feasibility based on the relative position of the
fixed-priority collision cylinders χijobs . The proof is omitted
due to space limitations.
Proposition 7 (Characterization of feasible priority graphs).
A priority graph G is feasible if and only if for any cycle C
in G, ⋂
i
C−→j
χijobs = ∅
As χijobs ⊂ χijobs it readily implies:
Proposition 8 (Necessary condition for priorities feasibility).
Suppose G is a feasible graph. Then, for any cycle C in G,⋂
i
C−→j
χijobs = ∅
In the intersection of Figure 5, the state (si = 12 )i=1,2,3
corresponding to a common intersection point is in each of
the three collision cylinders. Hence, the necessary condition
applies and it can be asserted that no cycle between the 3-
vehicle priority graph can exist. The underlying reason in the
coordination space is that if there is a cycle in the priorities,
then the trajectory must stay in the box [0, 12 ]
3 at any time
to respect these priorities, i.e. cannot reach χgoal.
The characterization of feasible priorities shows that the
feasibility of a priority graph relies on the relative position
of the collision cylinders in the coordination space.
IV. THE MOTION PLANNING PROBLEM
The last section shows that the set of feasible trajectories
can be divided into as many disjoint subsets as there are
feasible priority graphs. In this section, we shall present an
algorithm that builds an optimal trajectory for a fixed priority
graph. We will then discuss the computational issues for
determining the globally optimal trajectory.
A. Optimal trajectories with fixed priority graph
The main idea is that when priorities are fixed, if at any
time every vehicle runs as much distance as possible in a
time step, then we can assert that the trajectory is optimal
(i.e. minimizes the average time spent in the intersection)
for the fixed priorities. It means the optimal solution can be
defined reactively.
Let HG denote the union of gates corresponding to the pri-
orities fixed by G. After setting φ(0) = xinit, the algorithm
proceeds as follows. If G is not a feasible priority graph, the
algorithm stops, else, until χgoal is reached, at each date t,
the trajectory is defined via φ′(t) which is calculated as a
function of φ(t) by the following algorithm, that essentially
consists of projecting the vector 1 consecutively:
• φ′(t)← 1
• Stay in χ: For i such that φi(t) = 1, do φ′i(t)← 0
• Avoid Forbidden Gates: While there exists i G−→ j such
that φ(t) belongs to the boundary of the gate Hji, do:
φ′(t)← orthogonal projection of φ′(t) on the boundary
of Hji
• Avoid Obstacle Region: While there exists i G−→ j such
that φ(t) belongs to the boundary of χobsij , if 1 points
towards χobsij , do:
φ′(t)← orthogonal projection of φ′(t) on any tangential
hyperplane to χobsij at φ(t)
Proposition 9 (Optimal motion planning for fixed priorities).
Given a feasible priority graph G, the trajectory φ∗(t)
generated by the algorithm described above is an optimal
trajectory for the given priorities.
It can be noted that the vehicles may brake for two
reasons: avoiding the obstacle region or avoiding a gate that
is not compatible with the priorities defined by G. Figure 6
displays a trajectory generated by the algorithm for a 3-paths
intersection. For simplicity’s sake, for each collision pair, the
one-to-one obstacle region is approximated to a square.
Proof. Suppose there exists a trajectory ψ respecting the
priorities G and the initial condition ψ(0) = φ∗(0) such
that ψi0 overtakes φ
∗
i0
for the first time at the date t0 > 0.
Consider the trajectory defined by φi(t) = max(ψi, φ∗i )(t).
The trajectory φ admits G as priority graph, it is collision-
free (because ψ and φ∗ respect the same priorities, see
Figure 2) and it respects the maximum velocity constraint.
Moreover, φi(t0) = ψi(t0) and for small enough  > 0,
φi0(t0 + ) ≥ φ∗i0(t0). By construction of φ∗, for small
enough , φi(t0+) ≤ φ∗i (t0), so that the last two conditions
require φi0(t0 + ) = φ
∗
i0
(t0 + ) = ψi0(t0 + ) to respect
both inequalities. As a consequence, for all i ∈ {1...n},
the trajectory φ∗i is never strictly overtaken by a vehicle in
another feasible trajectory ψi: φ∗ is an optimal trajectory.
The optimal solution constructed by the algorithm is
known as the "left-greedy" solution [7]. In this latter paper
the authors address a more general problem of optimization
in coordination space, and regroup the trajectories in equiv-
alence classes based on homotopy (two trajectories in the
3 1
2
s1
s2
κij
s2
s3 s1
κij
s3
Fig. 6. The bottom-left drawing represents a 3-path intersection where
priorities are fixed to 1  2, 2  3 and 1  3. The three other drawings
visualize in each plane (si, sj) the obstacle region (in blue), the forbidden
gates (red), and the optimal trajectory generated by the algorithm. The color
of the trajectory changes when a collision pair leaves or reaches a gate or
the boundary of the obstacle region.
same class can be deduced from each other by a continu-
ous deformation). In our formalism, each admissible graph
defines an homotopy class. In our particular application,
we recover their optimality result with simple means (as
opposed to their proof that is based on concepts of advanced
differential geometry, namely Gromov’s link condition for
CAT(0) spaces).
B. Optimal trajectories
As the algorithm of section IV-A generates an optimal
trajectory for a given priority graph, the motion planning
optimization boils down to a combinatorial problem. By
computing and comparing the costs of the optimal trajec-
tories among the feasible priority graphs, we can conclude
on the optimal planning solution by choosing the least
costly trajectory. This method is suitable when there are
few vehicles crossing the intersection, but its high algo-
rithmic complexity (due to the comninatorics of priorities)
can become a prohibitive numerical cost when the number
of vehicle grows. This motivates the following heuristic
algorithm.
C. A heuristic algorithm with unconstrained graph
The last section proves that once the priority graph is fixed,
the optimum is reached following algorithms belonging to
the "bug" family, emanating from the work of [15]. Indeed,
the optimal paths go at maximum speed until they reach
the frontier of a forbidden region. Then, they follow the
boundary as long as necessary. In the absence of fixed pri-
ority graph, we propose to have the same reactive approach,
moving the vehicles as fast as possible. A graph is thus
iteratively built, and each time a gate is reached, the retained
priority must be compatible with the graph already built.
After setting φ(0) = xinit and initializing G to an empty
graph, the algorithm proceeds as follows until χgoal is
reached:
• φ′(t)← 1
• Stay in χ: For i such that φi(t) = 1, do φ′i(t)← 0
• Update G: While there exists a collision pair i, j whose
relative priorities are not defined in G and such that φ(t)
belongs to the boundary of Hij , do i
G−→ j if it yields
a feasible priority graph, else do j G−→ i
• Avoid Forbidden Gates: While there exists i G−→ j such
that φ(t) belongs to the boundary of the gate Hji, do:
φ′(t)← orthogonal projection of φ′(t) on the boundary
of Hji
• Avoid Obstacle Region: While there exists i G−→ j such
that φ(t) belongs to the boundary of χobsij , If 1 points
towards χijobs, do:
φ′(t)← orthogonal projection of φ′(t) on any tangential
hyperplane to χobsij at φ(t)
The trajectory is defined recursively, the algorithmic com-
plexity remains relatively low, and yields a generated priority
graph G a posteriori. Moreover, we have guarantees the built
trajectory is optimal for this priority graph.
V. CONCLUSION
The mathematical framework we propose to address the
cooperative motion planning problem at intersections is
based on path-velocity decomposition. Hence, the prob-
lem boils down to searching an optimal path in a high-
dimensional coordination space. We define a priority relation
between the vehicles that provides a tool to classify the
feasible trajectories, and propose an algorithm to construct
an optimal trajectory for given priorities.
As the search for a global optimum is inherently related
to the determination of all optima given a graph, it is of
high algorithmic complexity. As a result, a good heuristics
for fixing priorities is at the core of a simple quasi-optimal
solution, as suggested by the intuition.
In the future, we plan to find such heuristics, and to take
into account more realistic assumptions: varying number of
vehicles, more general coordination space, and above all
dynamic constraints. The next step will be the integration
of the selected algorithms in a real intersection crossed by
numerous vehicles such as cooperative cybercars developed
at INRIA.
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